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The following statistics provide a detailed overview of the condensed analyses reported in the article. That is, all following analyses were not computed on the negation effects, but rather on the mean values of each dependent variable for each combination of the factors current response type, preceding response type, and proportion negation.
Experiment 1, full analyses
For the full analyses, after data selection, each measure was analyzed in a separate 2×2×2×2 analysis of variance (ANOVA) with current response type (standard vs. negation), preceding response type, and proportion negation (low-PN vs. high-PN) as within-subject factors, and proportion order (low-PN-first vs. high-PN-first) as a between-subjects factor.
Initiation times.
Figure 1. Full results of Experiment 1, initiation times. Initiation times (ITs), plotted as a function of proportion negation, proportion order and preceding response type (abscissa) and current response type (blue lines for trials with standard responses; orange lines for trials with negation responses). Error bars represent standard errors of paired differences, computed separately for each comparison of current standard vs. current negation (Pfister & Janczyk, 2013 
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To break down this complex pattern of results, i.e., to follow up on the significant higher order interactions, we split the analysis and report the data separately for each proportion order.
For this follow-up test we thus conducted two 2×2×2 ANOVAs with current response type (standard vs. negation), preceding response type, and proportion negation (low-PN vs. high-PN)
as within-subject factors. Finally, the three-way interaction was not significant, F<1, with similar interactions for both, low-PN and high-PN conditions. Current negations did not benefit from previous negations relative to previous standard responses in low-PN blocks (Δ=0ms, |t|<1), but they did benefit in the later high-PN blocks (Δ=24ms, t(37)=3.66, p=.001, d=0.61 
Initiation times, low-PN-first.
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Areas under the curve. 
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Areas under the curve.
Figure 6. Full results Experiment 2 excluding stimulus repetitions, areas under the curve.
Areas under the curve (AUCs), plotted as a function of proportion negation, proportion order and preceding response type (abscissa) and current response type (blue lines for trials with standard responses; orange lines for trials with negation responses). Error bars represent standard errors of paired differences, computed separately for each comparison of current standard vs. current negation (Pfister & Janczyk, 2013) . Figure 6 shows the mean AUCs as a function of current response type, preceding response type, proportion negation and proportion order. A significant effect of current response type, ts>5.24, ps<.001, ds>0.84) . None of the remaining effects were significant, Fs<1, ps>.570.
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Experiment 2, full analyses of stimulus repetitions
Again, for the full analyses, after data selection (now only including the stimulus repetitions), each measure was analyzed in a separate 2×2×2×2 ANOVA with current response type (standard vs. negation), preceding response type, and proportion negation (low-PN vs. high-PN) as within-subject factors, and proportion order (low-PN-first vs. high-PN-first) as a between-subjects factor.
Initiation times. Δs>34ms, ts>2.44, ps<.020, ds>0.40) . None of the remaining effects were significant, Fs<1, ps>.356.
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Areas under the curve. Figure 9 . Full results of stimulus repetitions of Experiment 2, areas under the curve. Areas under the curve (AUCs), plotted as a function of proportion negation, proportion order and preceding response type (abscissa) and current response type (blue lines for trials with standard responses; orange lines for trials with negation responses). Error bars represent standard errors of paired differences, computed separately for each comparison of current standard vs. current negation (Pfister & Janczyk, 2013) . Figure 9 shows the mean AUCs as a function of current response type, preceding response type, proportion negation and proportion order. A significant effect of current response type, 
